Urban Art: Creating the Urban with Art

Introduction

Ulrich Blanché

In April 2016, Ilaria Hoppe and I received 73 international proposals from our call for papers: from researchers from 27
countries and diverse academic backgrounds. Our subject matter in this book, as does the conference, makes use

it is usually sanctioned.

(like Baroque can be a style) and are understood more and more this way. Practitioners who never worked illegally or
street art: without location, without illegality, but for instance with stencils, with spray cans, on urban furniture, car
wrecks, pieces of walls, removed doors, trash cans, etc.
as various researchers pointed out in 2016, for instance Alison Young at the Street Art & Philosophy conference in New
York, Christian Omodeo at the Urban Creativity conference in Lisbon and Raphael Schacter on hyperallergic.com.

alternative art history as these phenomena existed in variations in all times and places.

group came from architecture and design, urban planning, metropolitan studies or (urban) geography. Sociologists or
social anthropologists formed the third group; some had studied art and cultural sciences, cultural studies or cultural
anthropology. Other researchers had a background in media studies, psychology, philosophy, political sciences or
Asian studies.
The reason why so many art historians (17) applied might be that we, as art historians ourselves, organized this
sociologists or anthropologists or more philosophers, such as the Street Art and Philosophy conference in New York
in 2015. Other street art researchers (not in our sample) have academic backgrounds for instance in criminology, law
or in modern languages.
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common that all these practices happened outdoors or are inspired by outdoor practices.
authorized). As concepts of style, all of these terms could be used in a legal and institutional context as well. Each
legal. City planning, (non-)institutional actions, performance art in public spaces and ephemeral urban interventions
consider carnivals, museum-scapes, art biennales or other art events in the city, psychogeography and urban walking,
protest camps or urban archaeology forms of urban art.
The name of Über-street-artist Banksy appeared in more than 10 percent of all submissions, Shepard Fairey in 4
percent. More than 10 percent of all proposals were monographic. Artists, wanted to talk about their own work. Nearly
10 percent were interested in speaking about street art in their home country or city.

In the 16 papers and two introductions in this volume, there are nearly as many understandings of urban art, street art,
understanding of these terms is often obvious.
a) Section 1: Public or Urban Art? On Terminology
In our CFP, the topics Urban or Public Art? About Urban Art Research (Terminology, history of the core concepts)
Urban art? On Terminology.

art researcher and street art in “Asia” expert, Minna Valjakka, opted to use the term “urban creativity” and the value of
non-art instead of discussing street art, urban art, and public art in an art context.
b) Section 2: Digital Media & the Urban (Art)
The largest number of proposals dealt with New Media (Internet and social media in the production and reception of
urbanity). It formed the basis for our second section entitled Digital Media & the Urban (Art).

urban design theories. Katja Glaser shared one chapter of her German Ph.D. thesis “Street Art & Neue Medien” (2017)
in which she investigated the mutual interactions of street art and new media technologies. In her paper, Glaser
discussed QR codes and digital archiving practices in street art.
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Italian street art researcher Marco Mondino1 described street art as an interdisciplinary object, a language of urban
visual culture that is important to study through an integration of theories and tools about media studies and a
semiotics perspective. Art historian Annette Urban analyzed some examples of (institutional) media art from the 1990s
and from today. She concluded that similar issues occurred regardless of recent digital mobile media and that the
dialectics of de- and reterritorialization are a valuable analytical tool for urban media art in general.

The topics Performativity (Action and reception by moving in the urban space) and Emotions and the City formed our
in Street Art,” the author states that even very activist street art usually uses laughter as a weapon. With the help of

Danny Flynn at the conference “The Active Role of the Viewer in Urban Art: From Reception to Material Engagement.”

Political Art Interventions in Occupied East Jerusalem.” The authors discuss the political potential of participatory
urban art interventions in the contemporary context of occupied East Jerusalem.
d) Section 4: Territories

impact on our perception of nature. Jovanka Popova discusses participation in democratic regimes and where art
practices in urban public space can exceed traditional, institutional boundaries.

These supporters do not have to have a style-writing background. They usually do not have to have an art background
either; they are more than spontaneous messages, often quite organized and interested in spreading their message

e) Section 5: Urban Imaginary & The City
the last section Urban Imaginary & The City. Johanna Elizabeth Sluiter opened this panel with her paper “‘The Man In
used urban structures like stems, webs and bazaars in his texts and his architecture and was geared to care more

recent win of the Turner Price in 2015 by radical young architects group Assemble.
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f) Section 6: Networking Panel

collaborate with international Urban Art and Hip Hop projects around the world since 2008. Their founders Akim Walta
researchers founded in Lisbon in 2014. Members Ilaria Hoppe and Ulrich Blanché gave a short introduction about the
network, its aims and possibilities.
In her essay Yasha Young, director and curator of Urban Nation, informs about the development and the goals of the
forthcoming Urban Nation Museum for Urban Contemporary Art in Berlin. Jens Besser, a Dresden based (urban) artist
and curator introduced his work and also contributed a short essay about the idea of a travelling Urban Art Library to
document the development of contemporary muralism.

On February 14, 2009 I took a photo of one of the so-called “human beans” by British street artist Dave the Chimp
2008. When I saw the motif I liked the contrast of the characteristic human-bean-orange with the bluish green wall.
Obviously, a house owner had sloppily painted over the upper part of the bean. It was impossible to say what the
original bean had done. Then someone added astonished, slightly angry eyes to the bean where once its face was.
When Ilaria Hoppe and I were looking for a key visual to use on our poster for the urban art conference in Berlin in

with Dave the Chip before, he said he was quite sure Dave the Chimp added the eyes himself. In 2017, we contacted
Dave the Chimp per mail and he kindly gave us permission to use the motif for the book. I asked him if he had added
painted over!” So it was an illusionistic dialog referring to the many dialogues that happen on the street all the time.
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